VIVEK SUMMIT school
New delhi
Dear Children,
Vacation time, its Summer Holidays once again - an awaited time of the year ;
A Great Feeling .
Let You be surprisingly amazed , let the world take a note of your innumerous
illuminative ideas.
Open up your juke box, who knows what you have in store for us. We are an
awaiter, let your new imagination, new outlook and creativity with words
change the perspective of how people perceive the young learners.
Be an excellent listener - as knowledge equips us to face life s challenges and
wisdom makes us sail through it .
Be a learner as learning never ends - challenge your abilities as you have
limitless thoughts to express and hobbies to pursue .
Planting a sapling adds beauty to our environment , learning a new instrument
horns our skill and brings solace.
Develop spiritually, mentally and physically as it enhances your personality. We
have planned some funfilled activities for you to channelize your energy and
bring out the best in you.
Work as a Trendsetter – socialize to add value to the society, be independent,
be energetic and work collaboratively as then you realize that everyone is gifted
and Unique - attain new heights with your artistic and creative thoughts.
Looking forward to meet you on 2nd July , radiate a new light full of enthusiasm
and vigour.

With Love
PRINCIPAL

GUIDELINES FOR SUMMER VACATION PACKAGE 2018
Points to Consider for Classes II to VII
1. Prodigious India ignites our spirit :
India s rich cultural heritage inspires us all to make astounding creative pieces
which is a treat for our eyes.
2. There is no innovation and creativity without obstacles, never fail to surprise
yourself with your creativity. Make a cover page for your scrap file.
3. World is full of astonishing activities - it s the best time to know yourself –
indulge in Yoga,regular exercises , painting , adventurous sports, brisk walking
,zoomba etc. to be fit and healthy.
4. There are no constraints on the human mind, no walls around the human spirit,
no barriers to our progress except those we ourselves erect - so shine like a star
and guide the world; make people aware of the natural resources, its
bountifulness and its shortages if misused. Let us all pledge to conserve
electricity and save water .Let s make our planet the brightest planet in the
Universe.
5. Interesting happenings should be kept as a record in a diary once a week.
6. Be gracious in your conduct, be compassionate and be an asset to your family
and society when the need arises.
7. Set an example for others- be the first one in your family to start a DEAR
Activity i.e Drop Everything and Read . Indulge in pleasure reading and
exchange views with others.
8. Soar high – Unwind and explore the Indian sub-continent, it has so much to
give - gather information about latest inventions and make a brochure for the
same.
9. Calligraphy adds beauty to your thoughtful words, its impressive and
impressionable; so strive to attain such heights in Handwriting where people
admire it.
10. Newspaper and magazines are our gateway to the world – its an armour for
everybody to be a part of the elite with their knowledge forte. So be quick to
grasp, to cut and paste the impactful news to enrich your vocabulary.

Students of Class II will attempt the Holiday Package in the given Practice
sheet. Students of Classes III to VII will attempt the same in a new notebook
divided into four sections and in a folder / scrap book as mentioned in each
section.

SUMMER VACATION PACKAGE 2018
CLASS : III
SECTION A
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY AND MATHEMATICAL APTITUDE

ENGLISH

Q 1. One is never alone when one is with books. Sitting in your room with your book
could go off to faraway places, meet different people, see animals and watch birds .
Read to discover lot of new things.
Read any one interesting story book out of the given books:
 The Enormous Crocodile
 Charlie And The Chocolate Factory
 Alice in Wonderland
Do the following exercise on an A- 4 sized sheet / sheets:
1. Draw your favourite character from each book.
2. Pick out 20 new words you have come across in each story. Write them along with their
meanings.
3. Arrange these words in an alphabetical order.

Fun with Words
1. Choose any one word from the list below. Make as many three , four , five letter
words as you can from the word.
Place these words neatly on a petal and make a beautiful decorated flower.
Words :
KNOWLEDGE
WATERMELON
HIPPOPOTAMUS
CAULIFLOWER
VOCABULARY
SUNFLOWER
GRANDPARENT
2. Improve your handwriting by practicing few sentences daily in a 4 lined notebook.

3. Write a paragraph mentioning how your grandparents have turned your world into a
more meaningful and loving place full of virtues. To acknowledge their phenomenal
contribution in your lives, you may also make a certificate for them THE BEST
GRANDPARENT AWARD .(using A4 size sheets)

MATHEMATICS

Place Value Sundae Cone
Take colourful A – 4 size sheets and cut out shapes of an ice cream cone and 3 scoops.
Take any 3 or 4 digit no. and show its standard word form and expanded form on the
cut-outs of the cone as shown in the picture given below

2. Note down the numbers written on number plate of any five cars.
Decorate it on A-3 Size sheet and find out :






Largest and Smallest number (4 digit)
Find the successor and the predecessor of that.
Arrange those digits in ascending and descending order.
Find the odd and even number from that.
Write the number name of that number.
For example:

DL-4CAF -4681
3. Make a mini Mathematics dictionary using waste paper or old greeting cards and write
tables from 2 –13 on it.
4. Solve the following:
a. The largest two digit number is _________

I. 0

1

II. 1

0

0

III. 9

0

IV. 9

9

b. The height of the tree is _____________
I. 6 units
II. 4 units
III. 5 units
IV. 7 units

units

c. 5 Hundred , 1 ones and 5 tens will make _________
I.551
II.510
III.155
IV.515
d. There are 2 stars in a box. There are 5 such box. How many stars are there all together?

I. 20

e. Complete the pattern:

II. 10

III. 15

IV. 12

(a)

A1B

C2D

E3F

(b)

12A

11B

10C

(c)

1

3

5

7

9

11

f. How many legs do 12 dogs have?
g. There are 16 blue balls , 18 red balls and 27 pink balls in a box. How many balls are
there in a box altogether?
h. Kirti buys 350 jellies . After eating 189 of them , how many jellies are left with her?
i.

The value of

=
j.
x

=

+

+

100
+

=

?

SECTION B
SELF IMPROVEMENT , HEALTH , GARDENING AND PLANTATION

Q1. Read the newspaper daily. Paste important news clippings on
Conservation of Water and Electricity .
Q2. Watch Discovery / Animal Planet channels every week and prepare a detailed project
about any 2 migratory birds with the help of your family members. Include information
such as where it lives, what it eats, duration of migration etc.

Q3. Make natural manure at home in a flower pot using peels of fruits and vegetables,
strained tea leaves, egg shell and other kitchen waste (not plastic bags). Use it in your
garden.
Q4. Buy seeds of any vegetables and flowers of your choice (at least 2 each) .Soak them in
water for 5-6 hours . Dig the mud , sow it and keep it under shade . Water them everyday
.Record each days observation and note it down . Express it in your own words about your
feelings as you see the plant growing and click the photographs .

Section- C
SCIENCE , TECHNOLOGY AND TRAVELOGUE

Q1. Prepare a colourful travel booklet using pastel sheets and other decoration material on
any one of the cities mentioned in the list given below:
1. Delhi
2. Mumbai
3. Chennai
4. Kolkata .
Take help from your family members to collect and paste pictures and to write
about the places of tourist interest, food, climate and languages commonly
spoken by the people living in that city.
Q2. Imagine and illustrate kitchen appliance which you will invent to make cooking easier
and fun.
Q3. Collect some leaves and paste them in such a way to make a beautiful design on an A-3
Size sheet.
Q4. Use waste materials like dry leaves , bangles , cotton , button etc . Make the life cycle of
a Butterfly on A-4 size sheet.

Section- D
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA
Q1. Which key am I:
1.
2.
3.
4.

I help you go to the beginning on the next line.
I help you write in capital letters.
I am the longest key on the keyboard.
I help you to erase typed on the right side of the cursor.

Q2. Which tool am I ?
1. I can draw a circle.______________
2. I can fill colour in an enclosed figure.____________
3. I can spray colours.___________________
4. I can make the figure look bigger than its actual size._________
5. I can write name.______
Q3. In MS-Word write 8 to 10 lines on any one of the following topic and paste the
printout in your computer notebook. 1. My Best Friend 2. My Favourite Sport 3. My
School .

The text should be of – Font Size -16, Font StyleCalibri Font Colour- Red / Blue, Heading – Underline,
Bold,
Q4. Write the names of two cities which are famous for:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Palaces
Beaches
Wild life
Desert

Paste the picture along with it.
Q5. Best out of waste
Make a model of a space craft using your vivid imagination and creativity.

